Evolution of the crustal phosphorus reservoir
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The release of phosphorus (P) from crustal rocks during weathering plays a key role in determining the size of Earth’s biosphere, yet the concentration of P in crustal rocks over time remains controversial. Here, we combine spatial, temporal, and chemical measurements of preserved rocks to reconstruct the lithological and chemical evolution of Earth’s continental crust. We identify a threefold increase in average crustal P concentrations across the Neoproterozoic-Phanerozoic boundary (600 to 400 million years), showing that preferential biomass burial on shelves acted to progressively concentrate P within continental crust. Rapid compositional change was made possible by massive removal of ancient P-poor rock and deposition of young P-rich sediment during an episode of enhanced global erosion. Subsequent weathering of newly P-rich crust led to increased riverine P fluxes to the ocean. Our results suggest that global erosion coupled to sedimentary P-enrichment forged a markedly nutrient-rich crust at the dawn of the Phanerozoic.

INTRODUCTION

The size of Earth’s biosphere is limited by those bioessential elements that are in scarce supply. Many nutrients must first be liberated from surface-exposed continental rocks to be made available to life, creating a link between the composition and surface processing of Earth’s crust and the evolution of the biosphere. This is especially true for phosphorus (P), a candidate element for the ultimate limiting nutrient for life on Earth. However, it remains challenging to quantify the concentration of P within Earth’s crust over time: This problem requires both identifying the lithology proportions in the crust and the P concentrations of those lithologies.

Increases in P concentration within continental igneous rocks have been suggested to modify the nutrient supply to early life (1–3). However, to know how this translated into P fluxes to the biosphere, it is key to constrain the rock types that made up Earth’s weatherable crust back through time, i.e., the uppermost layer of crust that interacts, via weathering, with the surface environment (4, 5). Planets initially develop crusts solely composed of igneous rocks, yet the portion of Earth’s crust that is exposed to weathering is today mostly made up of sedimentary rock (6, 7). The long-term evolution of Earth’s crust from broadly igneous to mainly sedimentary is of both unknown timing and uncertain consequence for global nutrient supply.

The major element chemistry of sediments and igneous rocks do appear to have been strongly correlated and static over much of the past several billion years of Earth history (4). However, sediments may become strongly enriched in nutrients compared to the igneous rocks from which they ultimately derive, owing to processes that occur during biological cycling (8–12). For example, P may be preferentially deposited on continental shelves during biomass burial (13). Continental crust may therefore become enriched in P over time if those nutrient-rich marginal sediments are retained rather than subducted. Consequently, constraints are needed on continental lithochemical evolution, changes in the relative abundance of crustal rock types (lithologies), and their chemical compositions.

We use the Macrostrat database to reconstruct the lithochemical evolution of weatherable crust using preserved rocks. Macrostrat describes the age, lithology, area, thickness, and associated geochemical measurements of geological units (10) in stratigraphic columns. This approach allows for quantification of subsurface rock volumes, leading to estimates of uppermost crustal geology that are plausibly more accurate than map-only analyses. Measurements in Macrostrat can be weighted by the volume of parental rock units when quantifying crustal composition. This approach eliminates the possibility that outlier measurements may skew mean compositional values (14).

Preserved rocks may represent a powerful constraint on crustal evolution. However, the utility of the preserved rock record for tracing crustal evolution hinges on whether different lithologies of the same age have been differentially preserved, e.g., due to differences in inherent durability during physical and chemical weathering (5, 15, 16) or the preferential formation and subsequent exhumation of sediments in marginal settings (17–20). Here, we show that the rock record contains long (billion-year) periods of lithological equilibrium and is therefore a reliable record of crustal lithochemical evolution. We use our record of lithochemical evolution to calculate a record of overall crustal P concentration over time. We find that sediment chemical evolution acted to decouple the P concentration of weatherable crust from that predicted by igneous chemical evolution alone. Coeval with this chemical shift, massive removal of ancient crust and deposition of young sediment then conspired to enrich crustal P by threefold across the Neoproterozoic-Phanerozoic transition [600 to 400 million years (Ma)].
RESULTS
Lithological evolution of weatherable continental crust
We limit our analysis of the lithological make-up of Earth’s continental crust to those rock units younger than 3000 Ma, beyond which the increasingly low temporal resolution of the rock record (as sampled by Macrostrat) is insufficient to obtain robust samples using our approach. Macrostrat continental data coverage is best in North America, with some limited representation in South America and New Zealand. However, previously published trends in rock area over time in Macrostrat compare favorably to low-resolution data available on a global scale.

We obtain estimates of preserved rock volume for siliciclastic (non-carbonate, silicate rich) and carbonate sedimentary, metasedimentary, and igneous rocks (Fig. 1, A to D). The fraction of cumulative rock volume for each rock type is used to reconstruct the lithological composition of weatherable crust. The results of this calculation are presented in Fig. 1E.

Preserved igneous, siliciclastic, and carbonate rock volumes all display similar trends. Volumes increase linearly over much of Earth history, except for sharply across the Neoproterozoic-Phanerozoic boundary (600 to 400 Ma) (Fig. 1, A to D). Metasedimentary rocks begin to substantially increase after 3000 Ma; Fig. 1C). While it is difficult to partition metasediments systematically due to uncertainties in the formation conditions of their precursor materials, it is worth noting that the early Phanerozoic peak in metasediment volume is partially driven by abundant quartzites, which are of clear siliciclastic origin.

Considering the overall lithological make-up of preserved crust and building on earlier studies, we find that the fraction of cumulative rock volume represented by siliciclastic sedimentary and metasedimentary rocks begin to substantially increase after 3000 Ma, undergoing a sharp up-tick until 2400 Ma (Fig. 1E). The fraction of preserved rock as carbonate first begins to increase at around 2800 Ma, displaying no inflection across the Archean-Proterozoic boundary (Fig. 1E). Cumulative rock volume proportions are then essentially invariant over the middle 1.5 billion years of Earth history (Fig. 1E). Carbonate, siliciclastic, and metasedimentary rocks then increase steeply in abundance relative to igneous rocks across the Neoproterozoic-Phanerozoic boundary (600 to 400 Ma; Fig. 1E).

The Archean to Paleoproterozoic (3000 to 2400 Ma) increase in sedimentary proportion is understandable if sediment storage and/or erosion rates increased in this interval, consistent with a late Archean onset of modern-style plate tectonics. Our results suggest that igneous crust was the most abundant component of Archean weatherable continental crust, with sedimentary rocks coming to dominate only after 2500 Ma.

**Fig. 1. Trends in rock-type raw volume abundance and relative proportion of cumulative volume over Earth’s history.** (A) Igneous rock volumes show little variation throughout the Archean-Proterozoic but a rapid increase in the Phanerozoic. (B) Siliciclastic rock volumes show a steep increase from 3000 to 2400 Ma, no increase from 2400 to 600 Ma, and then rapidly increase across the Neoproterozoic-Phanerozoic boundary. (C) Carbonate volume increases linearly across most of Earth’s history and rapidly across the Neoproterozoic-Phanerozoic boundary. (D) Metasedimentary rocks increase from 3000 to 2400 Ma, show no increase from 2400 to 600 Ma, and then increase sharply in the Phanerozoic before sharply decreasing toward the present day. (E) Proportion of sedimentary to igneous rocks in weatherable crust over time, showing increase in all sedimentary rock types relative to igneous rocks from 3000 to 2400 Ma, no trend from 2200 to 600 Ma, and a second sharp increase from 600 to 400 Ma. The fraction of cumulative volume of units at a given point in time (t) is calculated for units of given rock type (R, km³) within preserved weatherable crust as \( \frac{\sum R (age,t)}{\sum R (age)} \). One SD error (inherited from uncertainty in the age and volume of individual units) is shaded with hatched fill (cross-hatched in (E)). Mean values are plotted in darker shade.
A second episode of relative sediment accumulation across the Neoproterozoic-Phanerozoic boundary (600 to 400 Ma) is also evident from these results. Sediment proportion increases by ~20% in this interval (Fig. 1E; comparing values at 400 Ma to those at 600 Ma), coincident with the formation of the Great Unconformity. The Great Unconformity is a global palaeogeomorphic surface, plausibly formed by massive erosion, characterized by the widespread juxtaposition of ancient igneous and metamorphic crystalline basement rocks with relatively undeformed and comparatively young sedimentary cover (23–25). Even if apparent changes in the lithological character of preserved crust across the Great Unconformity is an artifact related to preferential sediment removal, the lithochemical composition of preserved ancient crust can only have been biased by this event toward an igneous end-member composition by ~20%. We therefore conclude that the rock record is a viable candidate archive of crustal lithochemical evolution.

Overall, preserved rock abundances (Fig. 1E) do not support a widespread preservation bias against sedimentary rocks (11, 26). Our results show that lithological proportions of cumulative rock volumes have been static over most of Earth history (around 2400 to 600 Ma; Fig. 1E), i.e., lithological equilibrium. We interpret lithological equilibrium to result from near-steady-state between the rates of accumulation and destruction of lithologies relative to one another. This result strongly suggests both that regional to continental erosion rates are limited by tectonics, rather than lithology (27, 28), and that there is no substantial lithological bias induced by tectonic settings that more rapidly undergo exhumation.

We interpret the Macrostrat record of lithological proportions within preserved crust as being informative regarding the balance of rock type accumulation versus destruction over time. The lengthy period of lithological equilibrium from 2400 to 600 Ma represents near-steady-state between various forms of tectonic activity. That is, on the longest time scales, balance is observed between the rates of igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic rock formation and destruction rates. Lithological equilibrium in the rock record is bookended by apparent changes in the rates at which sedimentary rocks were incorporated into long-term continental crustal reservoirs, across the Archean–Proterozoic and Proterozoic–Phanerozoic transitions (Fig. 1E). These episodes of change may represent shifting rates of relative accumulation or focused episodes of bias-inducing erosion. Regardless, lithological equilibrium throughout much of the rock record shows that preserved rocks represent a valuable sample of crustal lithochemical evolution.

The step changes in lithological proportions that we identify (Fig. 1E) may be partially or completely related to focused episodes of preservation bias during two exceptional episodes of erosion. For example, these could be driven by global glaciations that eroded deeply into continental crust, preferentially removing sedimentary rocks—perhaps due to their colocation in upper layers of crust. We discuss the relative merit of accumulation, destruction, and mixed scenarios in fig. S12. However, the least stringent mass balance constraints on interpreting the Macrostrat record of lithological and compositional change comes from the scenario that we consider in depth in the following sections: one where ancient lithological proportions are unbiased and lithological proportion changes record shifts in the Earth system.

## Chemical evolution of weatherable continental crust

We explored the consequences of lithological evolution for the average chemical composition of weatherable continental crust, focusing on P. Alongside P, we reconstruct the compositional evolution of nickel (Ni), molybdenum (Mo), and the major elements. These have been considered by various previous studies of sedimentary and igneous rock P concentrations and bulk crustal chemistry over time (3, 29), hence providing useful points of comparison for our approach. We calculate an average composition for all preserved rocks greater than a given age at each time step, therefore tracking long-term evolution rather than shorter-term variability.

Macrostrat presently has greatest data coverage in North America (7). It is therefore important to check that results from Macrostrat capture global and not solely regional signals. To test this, we compare against results from fine-grained sediments, which average out the compositional heterogeneity of their source terranes. By doing so, fine-grained sediments represent an alternative to volume weighting of discrete units (Macrostrat) when determining crustal compositional averages.

Our results from Macrostrat for the modern-day exposed crust are within error of previous estimates (fig. S2) (30). Sedimentary rock major element chemistry is broadly stable since 2000 Ma, comparing well to previous estimates obtained using the global-scale Sedimentary Geochemistry and Paleoenvironments Project (SGP) database (figs. S1 to S3) (4). Protolith compositions obtained following the unweathering procedure of Lipp et al. (4, 31) compare well between SGP and both sediment-only and mixed (including igneous rock) results from Macrostrat (figs. S2 and S3).

These observations suggest that global resurfacing (e.g., formation of the Great Unconformity) has not led to a large discrepancy between the major element compositions of preserved crust and ancient emergent crust. We therefore are able to extract a reliable record of crustal P concentrations from Macrostrat, ruling out that any possible lithological biasing of ancient crustal segments has consequently biased average elemental compositions.

We find that weatherable crust concentrations of P are stable between 3000 and 1100 Ma (Fig. 2B), being within error of previous studies (3). However, the relative accumulation and increasingly P-rich composition of sedimentary rocks then acted to decouple the weatherable crust P concentration from that initially set by igneous processes (1, 3), resulting in a threefold increase across the Neoproterozoic–Phanerozoic transition (600 to 400 Ma; Fig. 2B). This result is in stark contrast to several previous studies. Specifically, our records of crustal P content diverge from those of Greber et al. (3) and Condie (5) from 1100 Ma onward (Fig. 2B), moving to higher values while those of Greber and Condie remain flat.

Greber et al. (3) used a two-component igneous mixing model calibrated to the isotopic composition of shales to estimate crustal P concentrations. This model neglects any distinct sedimentary contribution to crustal P reservoirs and thus remains constant into the phanerozoic, where our record instead captures large sediment-driven increases in crustal P (4, 5). Condie (4, 5) also does not identify the Phanerozoic increase in P present in our results due to intentionally excluding the abundant sedimentary reservoir found outside the shield settings. This outcome reveals the importance of tracking multiple components of crustal lithochemical evolution, as the biosphere may preferentially sequester nutrients within continental marginal sediments (32), while nutrient-poor distal sediments go on to be subducted.
In another case, our results help to resolve discrepancies between previous studies of ancient P cycling, namely, disagreement on the robustness of apparent increases in sedimentary P content across the Neoproterozoic-Phanerozoic boundary (33). Reinhard et al. (32) suggest a Neoproterozoic increase in siliciclastic P content related to increased marginal P-burial and oxidant-driven P recycling. However, Laakso et al. (14) demonstrated that, considering the skew introduced by P-enriched outlier sediments, there is no statistically meaningful increase in mean sedimentary P content throughout the Neoproterozoic-Phanerozoic.

Our results directly account for volumetrically small but P-rich units. Siliciclastic P content increases abruptly compared to Archean-Mesoproterozoic units in the Neoproterozoic. Phosphorus concentrations in weatherable crust then approach a Phanerozoic equilibrium that is twofold higher than the Precambrian average (Fig. 2B). Therefore, while there is no obvious trend in sedimentary P content since the Neoproterozoic (14), higher P concentration in Neoproterozoic and younger sediments compared to earlier Archean-Mesoproterozoic sediments (32) is evident and does not simply represent overweighting of outliers.

Ni concentrations decline in our results as in Greber et al. (3) and other previous studies (34, 35), being within two SE throughout Earth’s history (Fig. 2A). The increasing fraction of sediment across 2400 Ma does not affect weatherable crust Mo concentrations substantially (Fig. 2C), an outcome supported by an upper crustal Mo concentrations in contemporaneous sediments (30) (Fig. 2C). The Mesoproterozoic and Neoproterozoic-Phanerozoic step increases in weatherable crust Mo content that we recover are consistent with increased Mo mobilization during enhanced oxidative weathering of the continents (36–39).

Overall, results from Macrostrat indicate that the history of P enrichment in the crust is idiosyncratic compared to other nutrients: Our record reproduces those compiled previously for Ni and Mo (Fig. 2, A and C) but is divergent for P (Fig. 2B). One plausible explanation for this is increasingly efficient recycling of P by life from deep to shallow sedimentary environments, leading to enhanced P burial in marginal sediments over time (40–42). Our observations indicate that evolving marginal marine sediment compositions did not merely passively record changing biogeochemical dynamics. Rather, the incorporation of these marginal sediments into continental crust also reshaped the nutrient profile of weatherable crust.

The dramatic changes in P content in our results from 600 to 400 Ma occur coeval with rapid changes in raw volume of preserved rock (the Great Unconformity) and the relative abundance of sedimentary rock within weatherable crust. We now ask whether it is physically plausible for such a rapid shift in the lithochemical nature of weatherable crust to take place, at all, and specifically at this time in Earth's history.

**Geological requirements for rapid crustal phosphorus enrichment**

Rapid change in the average P concentration of weatherable crust may be achieved by the destruction of old rocks during weathering and the accumulation of compositionally distinct younger sediments; in other words, winnowing of uppermost crustal volume by erosion coupled to retention of P within preserved marginal sediments at a higher concentration than in bulk crust. Total crustal mass balance is balanced in this scenario by addition of fresh igneous rock to the crust, ultimately derived from the mantle. We test the geodynamic plausibility of this mechanism by considering mass balance constraints (see Materials and Methods for further
details; Fig. 3), namely, that sufficient P must be eroded and mobilized to become concentrated within the mass of preserved P-rich crust that is suggested by analysis of the Macrostrat database.

We consider the P content and mass of weathered Precambrian crust \([P_{\text{bulk}}]\), parts per million (ppm); \([P_{\text{PC}}]\), kg], some portion of which is preserved \((f_{p_{\text{PC}}}}) 0 \text{ to } 1\) as marginal sedimentary rock \((M_{p_{\text{recycled}}}^{\text{preserved}})\) and the rest of which \((1 - f_{p_{\text{PC}}}})\) is ultimately recycled via subduction \((M_{p_{\text{recycled}}}^{\text{recycled}});\ Fig. 3A). Phosphorus may be differentially partitioned between preserved and recycled material due to preferential biomass deposition on the continental shelf and hence nutrient burial within marginal sediments (Fig. 2B) (32). We describe the extent to which P was favorably partitioned into preserved sediment via a ratio, \(\phi = \frac{P_{\text{bulk}}}{P_{\text{preserved}}}\). For a range of \(\phi\), chosen from our reconstructed crustal P content evolution (Fig. 2B), and the range of physically possible values for \(f_{p_{\text{PC}}}}\), we calculate the P content (>0 ppm) of subducted material that satisfies mass balance (Fig. 3C) and then solve for crust-mantle recycling rates and those inferred across the Great Unconformity (24, 25).

**Fig. 3.** Mass balance constraints on an evolving P concentration of weatherable continental crust. (A) Formulation of mass balance calculation, which considers crust-mantle recycling rates and P content of subducted sediments. (B) Schematic illustration of the mass balance test performed, showing the volume of subducted crust needed to satisfy mass balance for two contrasting P ratios between preserved crust—for which Macrostrat delivers observed values over time, with some uncertainty—and subducted material. (C) Ratio of [P] in recycled material relative to bulk crust (\(\phi\)) imposes a constraint on the fraction of eroded material that may be preserved within weatherable crust (solution to Eq. 4; see Materials and Methods). Low values of \(\phi\), which correspond to strong P enrichments of preserved crust, demand high volumes of recycled material and thus low volumes of preserved material, w-CC, weatherable continental crust. (D) Crust-mantle recycling rates required across a range of values of \(\phi\). Each line is superimposed, with lines where \(\phi = 1\) extending the furthest. These values are compared to average crust-mantle recycling rates and those inferred across the Great Unconformity (24, 25).
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preserved Phanerozoic sediment with 3000–ppm P from 650–ppm P bulk Precambrian crust coeval with formation of Phanerozoic igneous crust with <1000–ppm P and resulting in an average weatherable crust P concentration of ~1400 ppm. Comparing the results of our test to independent constraints on crust-mantle recycling rates (4, 24, 25, 31), we find that altering weatherable crust P concentrations during 600 to 400 Ma by the reconstructed amount requires crust-mantle recycling above the geodynamic background rate (Fig. 3, B to D). This time interval happens to encompass the formation of the Great Unconformity (43–45). The occurrence of Great Unconformity was therefore of great relevance for reworking and enriching the crustal P reservoir, denuding the continents of P-poor rock and producing in their stead P-rich sediments at a rate well above the background of Proterozoic tectonic and crust-mantle recycling activity (Fig. 3).

Crustal lithochemical evolution and the global phosphorus cycle

The dramatic step change in crustal P concentrations at 600 to 400 Ma may have had important implications for global P weathering fluxes and hence the long-term availability of P to life. In particular, increasing crustal P concentrations should drive larger P weathering fluxes independent of any change in the rate of overall chemical or physical crustal weathering. However, to evaluate whether or not crustal P enrichment is biogeochemically important, we must quantify the effect of changing crustal P concentrations (all else being equal) on the global P weathering flux.

We estimate the global weathering flux of P over time with a modified geological carbon cycle model (see Material and Methods, fig. S4, and text S1 for detailed caveats) (43, 44). This model was originally applied to simulate the long-term inorganic carbon cycle by considering silicate and carbonate weathering feedbacks (44) and is successfully calibrated with the modern carbon cycle. We introduce the evolution of lithological P content (Fig. 2B) to the model and calculate the amount of P released per mole of CO2 reacted during global carbonate and silicate weathering.

We track P weathering fluxes from both emergent and submerged crust (Fig. 4A), considering a scenario where P is released from emergent and submerged crust with equal efficiency and where no P is released during submerged crust weathering. In the former case, we find that lithochemical evolution acts to maintain global P weathering fluxes that are (within error) invariant from 3000 to 600 Ma (Fig. 4A), before increasing to levels not seen before in Earth’s history during the Phanerozoic. In contrast, if submarine basalt weathering is assumed not to release bioavailable P (45), then the global P weathering flux may have increased substantially during continental emergence from 3000 to 2200 Ma (more rapid land emergence shifts this feature to earlier Earth history; see figs. S5 and S6).

In both cases, we find that P fluxes increase across the Neoproterozoic-Phanerozoic boundary (Fig. 4A), owing to the accumulation and subsequent reweathering of P-enriched sediments. If submerged crust weathering is permitted to contribute to the global P flux, then we find that the seafloor was the principal source of P for the biosphere in the Archean-Paleoproterozoic (Fig. 4B). A gradual decline in seafloor-sourced P and increase in continental-sourced P would have occurred as emergent crust became the principal sink for atmospheric carbon during weathering, accelerated sharply by (prescribed, in our calculations) oxygenation of the deep oceans that initiated the seafloor hydrothermal P sink (46–48) and (observed, in our results from Macrostrat) coeval enrichment of the continental P reservoir (Fig. 2B). This possibility points toward another mechanism for enriching the continental P reservoir: a shift in biomass deposition away from deep sea environments toward continental shelves as riverine P fluxes coming off the continents increase.

The sustained uptick in P weathering flux across the Neoproterozoic-Phanerozoic boundary (Fig. 4B) results in a predicted value for the present day that is the same within error as the observed modern flux (49). This result is notable, as the compositional constraints from ancient sedimentary whole-rock analyses are an input to the weathering model entirely independent of modern weathering fluxes. Our results suggest that our reconstruction of weatherable crust is a viable input to models of long-term biogeochemical evolution.

DISCUSSION

We have shown that preserved rocks represent a reliable archive of crustal lithochemical evolution. The rock record evidences an overall lack of preservation bias against sedimentary rocks (Fig. 1). By weighting geochemical measurements by the volume of rock units within Earth’s weatherable crust, we remove issues associated with the overweighting of outliers in the calculation of average chemical compositions. We obtain a record of average crustal P concentration (Fig. 2B). This record resolves discrepancies between published analyses of fine-grained sedimentary and igneous rocks and reveals a threefold increase in the average crustal P concentration across the Neoproterozoic-Phanerozoic boundary.

If P is considered as the ultimate limiting nutrient for life (2), then global continental exhumation coupled to nutrient-rich sediment accumulation across the Neoproterozoic-Phanerozoic boundary was highly consequential for setting the total biomass subsequently permitted by continental subaerial weathering. These coupled changes were made possible by coeval removal of ancient rock and accumulation of young P-rich sediment during formation of the Great Unconformity (Fig. 3).

According to our results, global crustal P concentrations only increased substantially after the Neoproterozoic Oxygenation Event (fig. S11) (48) and were largely stable and comparatively low over earlier Earth history. This is a relevant finding, as steadily increasing crustal P concentrations have been previously linked to stepwise atmospheric oxygenation (1). The translation of these changes in sedimentary volume fraction and P concentration into changes in baseline P weathering flux may be further delayed, given substantial lag times between sedimentary rock formation and eventual exhumation (fig. S13). Our results suggest a plausible alternative mechanism, at least for Neoproterozoic oxygenation: enhanced rates of global erosion, which may have transiently increased P input into the oceans during the formation of the Great Unconformity. Macrostrat provides evidence of this large-scale crustal reworking at 600 to 400 Ma (Fig. 1), coeval with changes in ocean redox proxies (fig. S11).

In order for a global erosive event to impact global productivity or oxygen production, P mobilized physically during erosion would also need to be made available to life by chemical weathering. This
step requires a coeval perturbation to the carbon cycle, for which there is some evidence in the Neoproterozoic (48, 50, 51). Notable perturbations to the carbon cycle are unsustainable in the long term, due to stabilizing negative feedbacks (fig. S4), but may trigger mechanisms that go on to permanently enrich the crust in nutrients, e.g., enhanced oxidative P recycling from deep to marginal settings coupled to subsequent retention on continental shelves and/or high sedimentation rates that enhanced marginal organic C and P burial (42, 52–54).

We conclude that changes in the average P concentration of weatherable crust acted as a positive feedback on global P availability to life but is unlikely to have triggered Archean or Neoproterozoic step increases in atmospheric oxygen content. Continental retention of increasingly P-rich marginal sediments represents a mechanism to enhance global primary productivity via crustal P enrichment, enabled by increasingly efficient P recycling (42), a possible shift in the locus of overall crustal weathering and biomass deposition to continents and continental shelves (Fig. 4, A and B), and the erosion of ancient P-poor crustal rocks (Fig. 3). An implication of this mechanism is a consequently lower flux of P being recycled into the mantle, which is tentatively supported in the data compilation of potentially genetically related sedimentary and volcanic rocks published by Ma et al. (55).

Our results have greatest spatial coverage in North America. Therefore, despite mass balance arguments for global signatures being recorded in Macrostrat, we cannot presently rule out that a large portion of the signal in our data derives from regional tectonic history. Considering a worst case scenario for the relevance of the crustal P-enriching mechanisms that we have discussed (fig. S12), the entirety of the apparent increase in sedimentary fraction across the Neoproterozoic-Phanerozoic transition could reflect a focused episode of regional erosion that was unique to North America. However, the potentially redox-dependent shift in sedimentary P at this time does appear to be global (32). Hence, while weatherable crust beyond that represented in Macrostrat may not show the same inflection in fraction of sedimentary rock — and especially young sedimentary rock—crustal P concentrations will still increase after this point in time, albeit less rapidly than in the scenario where Macrostrat is globally representative.

Our results speak to the overall composition of preserved crust as sampled by Macrostrat, rather than the exact temporal structure of crustal weathering. Hence, our results do not constrain the possible biogeochemical relevance of massive but short-lived P enrichment of the crust, achieved by emplacement of igneous rocks with relatively high P contents that were then rapidly destroyed by weathering, e.g., large igneous provinces (LIPs). However, our results do show that the removal of P-poor sedimentary rock and retention of P-rich sedimentary rock is more important for modulating the global P weathering flux over long time scales and large spatial scales than the discrete emplacement of P-rich LIPs. Ultimately, LIPs are not sufficiently voluminous or P-rich to substantially modify the average P concentration of average weatherable crust. Adding 6 million km$^3$ of P-rich mafic rock with P concentration of 800 ppm (56) to the volume of weatherable crust sampled in Macrostrat (2.6 × 10$^8$ km$^3$; Archean-Proterozoic baseline P concentration of 500 ppm) would result in only a 2.4% relative increase in its average P concentration. This contrasts with the threefold increase driven by P-rich sediment retention in our results.

Assessing the timing and tempo of global biogeochemical change more broadly will require evaluating the following multiple
driving factors: changes in accommodation space, volcanic outgassing rate, topography, paleogeographic distribution of land, continental freeboard, average crustal nutrient concentration, biological innovation, and much more. Doing so will require simultaneous evaluation with falsifiable biogeochemical models (57). Independent of which factors are most important for driving biogeochemical change, the crucial insights from our work remain: that preserved rocks represent a remarkably robust archive of crustal evolution and that global erosion coupled to continental nutrient retention rapidly enriched weatherable crust in P at the dawn of the Phanerozoic.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Data retrieval and handling**

The Macrostrat database is organized into stratigraphic columns with a geographic footprint, each of which is associated with unique units (10). Macrostrat “columns”—the dataset used in our analysis—are constructed from a combination of surface-exposed geology and subsurface information. Thus, Macrostrat columns typically reflect both the general geology of the surface and the subsurface down to the deepest known rock units in each region. Hence, they provide some measure of crustal geology that is more inclusive than estimates that are based only on geological maps. Rock units recognized on geological maps that span multiple columns will appear as distinct units within each of those columns. All data are obtained with calls to the Macrostrat application program interface (API), e.g., as follows: https://macrostrat.org/api.

Rock volumes were tabulated by multiplying unit thicknesses by areal extent and dividing this total volume linearly across the reported temporal extent of the unit, i.e., time between maximum and minimum age, rather than a best estimated age with some uncertainty. This age model is currently the most self-consistent approach available in Macrostrat. An obvious caveat is that, while sediments are laid down continuously, large volume igneous rocks may form discretely. However, our approach describes well the uncertain formation times of more ancient igneous rocks and removes any methodological bias from the present result.

We obtain unit age-volume distributions for igneous, sedimentary, and metasedimentary rocks, respectively. Each underlying data distribution was randomly resampled with replacement 1000 times, weighting for unit volume, to generate uncertainties. This approach to uncertainty estimation is reasonable on several counts. We are interested in our approach in calculating the total preserved volume of rock from iteratively larger spans of Earth history. Hence, it is necessary to estimate the total volume of units from a given time span, rather than the spread of data or mean. Macrostrat cannot and does not perfectly represent subsurface rock geometry, yet constraints are limited at present on the uncertainty associated with individual unit volumes. We must therefore use an alternative means to uncertainty estimation.

Resampling with replacement in effect estimates the resulting suite of total volumes per unit time that might be obtained if the underlying data were collected several times over, i.e., in our case, if the Earth’s surface were mapped and digitally represented with a database (Macrostrat) repeatedly, each time returning a slightly different result. This offers insight into how sensitive derivative results from Macrostrat are to the presence or absence of, e.g., particularly volumetrically large individual units.

Compositional whole-rock data measurements were obtained via the Macrostrat API for each unit. Measurements were averaged together where multiple values were reported for the same unit. The resulting unit compositions were used to calculate grand average compositions of weatherable crust. Each contributing composition was weighted in this calculation by the volume contribution of the parent unit to the total volume, in each 1-Ma time step. Where data were sparse (number of parental unit average composition < 3), the last successfully retrieved average composition was propagated through the calculation. This condition was met principally during reconstruction of Archean sedimentary crustal compositions.

Standard error uncertainties on arithmetic mean compositions were obtained using these data (\(\sigma_N\)) and propagated analytically alongside the error in lithological relative abundance when calculating the average weatherable crust compositions. All major element—but not minor element—compositions, including reference values, are reported after being normalized to 100 weight % within the system Si + Al + Fe + Mg + Na + Ca + K (standard oxides). We calculate the likely protoliths for sediments by projecting them parallel to a weathering trend on to an array of pristine igneous rocks (4).

**Phosphorus weathering model**

The phosphorus weathering flux was estimated using the geological carbon cycle model of Krissansen-Totton et al. (44), with some modifications for the quantification of P cycle (43). The revised code is available at Github (https://github.com/bronztitte/Early_earth_cycle.git). First, we replaced the input factor of continental growth history used in the original code by the reconstructions for the emerged area of subaerial land, including the slow emergence case (fig. S7A) (58) and fast emergence case (fig. S7B) (59). Second, we set the vegetation compensating factor (VCF) as 0.25 (43) rather than 0.1 in the original code for Eq. 1 (fig. S8) (44)

\[
F_{\text{bio}} = 1 - \frac{1}{1 + e^{\frac{t - \text{t}^{\text{bio}}}{\text{VCF}}}}
\]

where \(F_{\text{bio}}\) accounts for vegetation effect on continental weathering and \(t\) is geological time in years. We kept all other parameters consistent with the original code. The Monte Carlo simulation has been tested for 1000, 5000, and 10,000 runs, and the results are identical.

Our weathering simulations calculate the global fluxes (mole C consumed per year) of continental silicate weathering (\(\text{FC}_{\text{silicate}}\)), continental carbonate weathering (\(\text{FC}_{\text{carbonate}}\)), and seafloor silicate weathering (\(\text{FS}_{\text{silicate}}\)) (figs. S9 and S10), which are all well calibrated by the modern weathering fluxes (44). We further incorporated the evolution of phosphorus chemistry (P content and distribution in different reservoirs) in continental crust (Fig. 2B) into the model to simulate the weathering flux of P, sampling the error envelopes of these inputs randomly alongside all others. P, specified principally as orthophosphate (PO₄³⁻), is mainly present as impurity or substitution of CO₃ and SiO₂ in carbonate (60) and seafloor basalt (61), respectively, but as apatite minerals in continental silicate rocks (61). Accordingly, we estimated the P-releasing fluxes by separately considering these sources:

1) Phosphorus released during continental carbonate weathering was calculated by multiplying the P content in carbonate rock
([P]_{\text{carbo}} \text{ ppm}) by FC_{\text{carbonate}} \text{ (figs. S9B and S10B)} and the unit conversion factors.

2) Phosphorus released during continental silicate (igneous + siliciclastic) weathering was calculated by multiplying P content in silicate rock ([P]_{\text{silicate}} \text{ ppm}) by FC_{\text{silicate}} \text{ (figs. S9A and S10A)} and the unit conversion factors. It is observed that global silicate weathering flux (g/year) has a linear correlation with CO$_2$ consumption flux (mole/year): 1 mole CO$_2$/year = 100 g silicate/year (62), which is used here to convert the units. Here, we assume a congruent release of P during silicate weathering.

3) Seafloor weathering is a net sink rather than source for P in the modern oxidizing ocean due to the adsorption of phosphate onto ferrihydrite (47) and other secondary minerals. Recently, Syverson et al. (45) proposed seafloor weathering as a supply of P to the anoxic and ferruginous ocean on early Earth. Here, we estimated the potential supply of P from seafloor weathering to the early ocean. The P weathering flux was calculated by multiplying $F$S_{\text{silicate}} (figs. S9C and S10C) by the P content of seafloor silicates (assumed to be 500 ppm in this study). However, after the oxygenation of the ocean at 0.5 Ga, the weathering flux was set to be 0 due to expected widespread adsorption of P onto ferrihydrite.

We designed a second Monte Carlo simulation to propagate error through the weathering model derived from rock volume/compositional uncertainties. Each simulation randomly selects one set of values from the weathering model data set of values from the weathering model data and volume/concentration uncertainty ranges. Results of 500 runs and above are identical.

**Mass balance calculation**

We tested whether the changes in minor element chemistry in our reconstructed history of crustal chemical and lithological evolution are externally consistent, i.e., physically plausible, by considering mass balance. We focus on the most dramatic changes in the record, which occur across the Neoproterozoic-Phanerozoic boundary.

Erosion of some mass of Precambrian crust ($M_{\text{Pc}}$, kg) will result in a mass of Phanerozoic sediment, some fraction of which will be preserved ($M_{\text{Ph}}^{\text{Preserved}}$) and the rest of which will be recycled into the mantle via subduction ($M_{\text{Ph}}^{\text{Recycled}}$). A mass balance relationship exists for these variables

$$M_{\text{Ph}} = M_{\text{Ph}}^{\text{Preserved}} + M_{\text{Ph}}^{\text{Recycled}}$$ (2)

P with some concentration ($P$, ppm) derived from $M_{\text{Pc}}$ must be distributed between the mass fraction of preserved sediment ($f_p$) and the mass fraction of recycled material

$$f_p = \frac{M_{\text{Ph}}^{\text{Preserved}}}{M_{\text{Ph}}}$$ (3)

and the mass fraction of recycled material

$$1 - f_p = \frac{M_{\text{Ph}}^{\text{Recycled}}}{M_{\text{Ph}}}$$ (4)

The mass of P must be equal in this formulation between that obtained from eroded Precambrian crust and the sum of preserved and subducted material, such that

$$f_p \ P_{\text{Ph}}^{\text{Preserved}} + (1 - f_p) \ P_{\text{Ph}}^{\text{Recycled}} = P_{\text{Bulk}}$$ (5)

Rearranging and simplifying Eq. 5 to solve for $P_{\text{Ph}}^{\text{Recycled}}$

$$P_{\text{Ph}}^{\text{Recycled}} = P_{\text{Bulk}} - f_p \ P_{\text{Ph}}^{\text{Preserved}} \frac{1}{(1 - f_p)}$$ (6)

On the basis of our results for crustal compositional scenarios, we test various scenarios for rates of change in crustal P content. We can describe the extent to which P was favorably partitioned into preserved sediment via a ratio, $\phi = \frac{P_{\text{Ph}}^{\text{Preserved}}}{P_{\text{Bulk}}}$ for a range of values for $\phi$, we can substitute bulk Precambrian and preserved Phanerozoic crustal scenarios into Eq. 5 and explore the compositional range of $P_{\text{Ph}}^{\text{Preserved}}$ and $f_p$ that satisfies mass balance within physical limits ($P$ content > 0 ppm; $f_p > 0$). Rearranging Eq. 4, we can then solve for the range of corresponding necessary masses of recycled crust. We upscale the volumes of preserved crust and eroded material by 6.5-fold, consistent with Macrostrat presently covering <20% of the global continental crust.
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